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In an efficient Stirling-cycle cryocooler, the cold piston or displacer recovers power from the gas.
This power is dissipated into heat in the orifice of an orifice pulse tube refrigerator, decreasing
system efficiency. Recovery of some of this power in a pulse tube refrigerator, without sacrificing
the simplicity and reliability inherent in a system with no cold moving parts, is described in this
paper. In one method of such power recovery, the hot ends of both the regenerator and the pulse tube
are connected to the front of the piston driving the refrigerator. Experimental data is presented
demonstrating this method using a thermoacoustic driver instead of a piston driver. Control of
time-averaged mass flux through the refrigerator is crucial to this power recovery, lest the
refrigerator’s cooling power be overwhelmed by a room-temperature mass flux. Two methods are
demonstrated for control of mass flux: a barrier method, and a hydrodynamic method based on
turbulent irreversible flow. At255 °C, the refrigerator provided cooling with 9% of the Carnot
coefficient of performance. With straightforward improvements, similar refrigerators should achieve
efficiencies greater than those of prior pulse tube refrigerators and prior standing-wave
thermoacoustic refrigerators, while maintaining the advantages of no moving parts. ©1999
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!00802-4#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Ud@HEB#
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INTRODUCTION

As illustrated in Fig. 1~a! and ~b!, the orifice pulse tube
refrigerator1 ~PTR! may be regarded as a Stirling refrigerat
in which the cold moving parts have been replaced by
tionary components. A reduction in efficiency may acco
pany this simplification in hardware, for a number of re
sons. The most obvious cause of reduced efficiency is
work is absorbed and dissipated into waste heat in the or
of the orifice PTR, whereas it is recovered at the cold pis
of the Stirling machine and delivered back to the hot end
the system, either directly~via a displacer! or indirectly ~via
a crankshaft!. Kittel2 has shown that this orifice dissipatio
regarded as a loss inherent to the orifice PTR, causes
coefficient of performance COP~i.e., the efficiency! of ori-
fice PTRs to be bounded byTC /TH , significantly less than
the Carnot COPTC /(TH2TC) which bounds Stirling refrig-
erators.~T is temperature and the subscriptsC andH refer to
cold and hot, respectively.! This inherent loss is most seve
for TC;TH , thus far preventing practical use of orifice PTR
in noncryogenic applications such as food refrigeration a
air conditioning. Orifice dissipation loss is also important
cryogenic systems: In one large orifice PTR with which
are familiar,3,4 having 2 kW of cooling power at 125 K
orifice dissipation comprises 30% of the entropy genera
and lost available work5 in the refrigeration system~exclud-
ing losses in its thermoacoustic driver!.

Acoustic transmission lines and inertances can p
acoustic power with little dissipation, while shifting the ma
nitude and phase of oscillatory pressure dramatically. T
suggested to us that they could perform the work-recov
function of the Stirling’s cold piston, while preserving th
PTR’s no-moving-parts advantage. This can be acco
plished by at least two methods, illustrated schematically
711 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 105 (2), Pt. 1, February 1999 0001-4966/99
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Fig. 1~c! and ~d! for a piston-driven pulse tube refrigerato
In the first method, an acoustic transmission line replaces
orifice, inertance, and compliance, connecting between
hot heat exchanger of the pulse tube and the back side o
drive piston. Most of the power that would previously ha
been dissipated in the orifice travels along the transmiss
line to the back side of the piston, helping move the pis
and hence reducing the power required of the motor. In
second method, an inertance~or short transmission line! and
a compliance between the piston and the aftercooler prod
substantial amplitude and phase shifts between them,
the hot heat exchanger of the pulse tube connected at
front of the piston. In this method, the power previous
dissipated in the orifice is delivered directly to thefront of
the piston and thereby added to the power supplied by
piston, reducing the power required of the motor. Thus,
both methods, system efficiency can be greater than for c
ventional orifice PTRs.

The fundamental idea behind these methods~and others!
was fully anticipated over ten years ago by Ceperley,6 whose
early publications on ‘‘traveling wave heat engines’’~includ-
ing refrigerators! inspired the beginnings of thermoacousti
research here at Los Alamos. Ceperley realized that the
sence of Stirling equipment is a regenerator in which
pressure and volumetric velocity oscillations are subst
tially in phase, and that an acoustic network with essentia
toroidal topology@e.g., in our Fig. 1~c! or ~d!# containing the
Stirling heat-exchange components can provide such p
ing. He showed that efficiencies near 80% of the Car
efficiency are, in principle, possible with such configur
tions.

However, Ceperley did not discuss two features that
find are vital for practical operation of such refrigerators a
711/105(2)/711/14/$15.00 © 1999 Acoustical Society of America
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engines. First, a thermal insulation column, namely the pu
tube itself in PTR practice, must insulate the ‘‘remote’’ he
exchanger~cold for refrigerators, hot for engines! from am-
bient temperature. The heat leak along a pulse tube can b
small as 5% of the cooling power of a PTR7 using a tapered8

pulse tube, although 15%–40% is typical.9 Second, some-
thing must be done to prevent significant time-averaged m
flow from circulating around the torus. Gedeon10 has dis-
cussed causes of such mass flow and the large heat flux i
carry.

To discuss these concepts quantitatively and in m
detail, we take the essential physics to be spatially o
dimensional, withx specifying the coordinate along the d
rection of oscillatory gas motion. We use the conventio
counter-clockwise phasor notation, so that time-depend
variables are expressed as

j~x,t !5jm~x!1Re@j1~x!eivt#, ~1!

FIG. 1. Schematics of~a! Stirling cycle refrigerator~omitting details such as
motor, crankshaft, etc.!, ~b! orifice pulse tube refrigerator, in which the col
piston of the Stirling cycle refrigerator is replaced by passive compone
~c! pulse tube refrigerator with transmission-line feedback, and~d! pulse
tube refrigerator with lumped boost configuration. To avoid confusion w
the pulse tube’s hot heat exchanger, the heat exchanger at the hot end
regenerator is called the aftercooler. Capital letters in~b! through~d! label
locations in the refrigerators: B—back of piston; F—front of pisto
A—aftercooler; C—cold heat exchanger; H—hot heat exchanger;
L—inertance. The pistons move sinusoidally in time; the gas velocity in
regenerator is generally from aftercooler to cold heat exchanger while
pressure is high and generally in the opposite direction while the pressu
low. ~e! Electric circuit crudely analogous to the acoustic network of~d!.
712 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 2, Pt. 1, February 1999
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with the mean valuejm real, and withj1(x) complex to
account for both the magnitude and phase of the oscillat
We adopt an acoustical point of view,11 using the vocabulary
of acoustic resistance, inertance, compliance, and trans
sion line to discuss the lumped and distributed impedan
associated with the components of the PTR. This appro
has been successful previously, even with
regenerators.12–15 In a minor departure from most prior PTR
literature, which has focused on pressurep1 and mass flux
Ṁ1 as the oscillatory quantities of most interest, we w
generally use the conventional acoustic variablesp1 and
volumetric velocity U1 ; the latter is related to mass flu
simply via Ṁ15rmU1 , where r is the mass density. We
take x and U1 positive in the direction of positive acousti
power flow, for example to the right through the regenerat
and pulse tubes in Fig. 1~a!–~c!, and to the left through the
transmission line in Fig. 1~c!.

Some very general, almost unavoidable features of p
sor diagrams for efficient cryogenic orifice PTRs are sho
in Fig. 2, where the extra, capitalized subscripts onp1 and
U1 correspond to the location labels in Fig. 1~b!. We adopt
the arbitrary convention that the phase of the pulse tube p
sure is zero, sop1H falls on the real axis. Typically the
pressure drop along the pulse tube itself is immeasura
small, and that across the heat exchangers is negligible c
pared to that across the regenerator, which is in turn sm
compared toup1u, so p1C>p1H and p1A must lie close to
p1H , as shown in Fig. 2. Typically the time-averaged ener
flux through the regenerator is small.16 Applying energy con-
servation to the cold heat exchanger then shows that
cooling powerQ̇C is approximately equal to the total powe
flowing away from the cold heat exchanger in the pulse tu
The open nature of the pulse tube suggests that this
power flowing along it is the acoustic power1

2 Re@p1Ũ1#,
where the tilde signifies complex conjugation; in fact, he
can flow from hot to cold in the pulse tube, so the acous
power is an upper bound of the cooling power:

Q̇C,gross<
1
2 Re@p1CŨ1C#. ~2!

Hence, in Fig. 1~a!–~d! acoustic power must flow in the di

s,

the

d
e
e
is

FIG. 2. Typical phasor diagram. Cryogenic pulse tube refrigerators w
sufficient power to employ inertances have phasors similar to these, witp1

in the pulse tube slightly smaller in magnitude than at the aftercooler,
usually lagging in phase; and withU1 leading pressure at the aftercooler an
lagging at both ends of the pulse tube. Pressure phasors are plotte
p1 /pm , with each mark on the axes representing 0.01. Velocity phasors
plotted asU1 /Sa, whereS is pulse tube area anda is sound speed, with
each mark on the axes representing 0.001.
712Swift et al.: Acoustic recovery in pulse tube refrigerators
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rection we have defined as positivex, soU1A ,U1C , andU1H

must lie in the right half-plane in Fig. 2. An idealized refrig
erator might be imagined with negligible entrained gas v
ume, so thatU1 would be independent ofx in the pulse tube,
rmU1 would be independent ofx in the regenerator, and in
particular the phase ofU1 would be constant throughout th
refrigerator. As is well known,1 nonzero gas volume causesx
dependence inU1 , proportional to the compliance of th
components and toivp1 . This leads to a spread in phase
U1 through the system, withU1 at smallx ~i.e., toward the
aftercooler! leading. The most efficient regenerator operat
is achieved for the phase ofp1 falling somewhere betwee
the phases ofU1 at the two ends of the regenerator. In orifi
PTRs, this can be achieved using inertance17,18 or a double
inlet.19 Viscous pressure drop occurs throughout the reg
erator, sop1A2p1C>p1A2p1H must be in phase with~par-
allel to! some weighted average ofU1 in the regenerator
Both uU1u and viscosity are highest at the regenerator’s
end, so the weighted average is dominated byU1A , gener-
ally ensuring thatp1H lagsp1A . Finally, to the extent that the
volumeVB on the back side of the piston is simply a com
pliance,

p1B5 j
gpm

vVB
U1F , ~3!

so p1B must leadU1F5U1A by 90°. Often the gas volume
on the back side is large enough thatup1Bu is much smaller
than up1Fu. These features are also illustrated in Fig. 2.

As discussed in the first paragraph, in an orifice PT
the acoustic power

ẆH5
v

2pE0

2p/v

p~ t !U~ t !dt5
1

2
Re@p1HŨ1H# ~4!

exiting the hot end of the pulse tube is lost, dissipated i
heat in the orifice. This is typically nearly equal to the gro
cooling power given in Eq.~2!. To recover this acoustic
power, thereby bringing the inherent efficiency limit of PTR
up to the Carnot limit, we can incorporate either of two lo
loss acoustic connections shown in Fig. 1~c! and ~d!. The
first method is described briefly in the next section:
shown in Fig. 1~c!, a transmission line feeds the power r
covered from the hot end of the pulse tube to the back sid
the drive piston atp1B . In Sec. II, we describe the secon
more interesting method, shown in Fig. 1~d!, in which the
pulse tube delivers the recovered power directly to the fr
of the driver atp1F , while the inertance delivers the driv
power to the aftercooler. To convey the generality of the t
methods, we describe them qualitatively for a piston dri
in Secs. I and II, but we present experiments based on
second method using a thermoacoustic driver in Secs. III,
and V. In common with the double-inlet PTR,19 both of these
methods unfortunately permit second-order mass stream
through the refrigerator; in Sec. V we discuss our progr
toward simple control of this important effect. Finally,
Sec. VI we present some conclusions and challenges fo
ture development.

The idea that acoustic power will naturally circula
clockwise through the networks of Fig. 1~c! and ~d! seems
surprising, until we consider the LRC circuit of Fig. 1~e!, a
713 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 2, Pt. 1, February 1999
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textbook electrical circuit crudely analogous to the acous
network of Fig. 1~d!. Many of us have derived expression
for the ac currents in each component of this circuit, b
seldom do we consider the time-averaged electric po
flows Ė. By energy conservation, the time-averaged pow
ĖS5 1

2 Re@V1SI 1S̃# flowing from the voltage source into th
circuit must equal the time-averaged powerĖL2ĖF dissi-
pated in the resistor.~In this idealized circuit, no time-
averaged power can be absorbed in the dissipationless in
tor L nor flow into the dissipationless capacitorC.) Ordinary
ac circuit analysis easily yields the fed-back power

ĖF5
1

2
Re@V1SI 1R̃#5

uV1Su2

2R

v2LC~12v2LC!

~12v2LC!21~vL/R!2
,

~5!

with the sign convention as shown in the figure. Hen
wheneverv2LC,1, the directions of time-averaged pow
flow are as shown in the figure; positive electric powerĖF

flows out of the end of the resistor closest to the volta
source!

I. ACOUSTIC POWER RECOVERY

A. Transmission line configuration

Figure 1~c! illustrates an acoustic transmission line co
necting the hot end of the pulse tube with the back side of
drive piston. A transmission line20 obeys the equations

p1~x!5p1i coskx2 i
rma

S
U1i sinkx, ~6!

U1~x!5U1i coskx2 i
S

rma
p1i sinkx, ~7!

which show howp1 and U1 evolve with x along the trans-
mission line, given their initial valuesp1i and U1i at x50.
The cross-sectional area of the transmission line isS, anda is
the sound speed.@We omit the subscriptm on variables such
asa which, in principle, should be expressed as in Eq.~1! but
whose oscillatory parts are of no interest in this work.# If the
wave vectork is real, these equations describe a lossl
transmission line, with1

2 Re@p1Ũ1# independent ofx; losses
in the transmission line~due to viscosity and thermal con
ductivity! can be included by using complexk.

From Eq. ~6!, a transmission line can connect the h
end of the pulse tube with the back side of the piston if
length l and areaS are chosen such that

p1B
8 5p1H coskl2 i

rma

S
U1H sinkl, ~8!

with the new value ofp1B
8 determined by a modified versio

of Eq. ~3!, accounting for the volumetric velocity flowing
into VB from the end of the transmission line:

p1B
8 5 j

gpm

vVB
S U1F2U1H coskl1 i

S

rma
p1H sinkl D . ~9!

Because Eqs.~8! and ~9! are complex, they represent fou
real equations in the four unknownsl, S, Re@p1B8 #, and
Im@p1B8 #, so they will generally have a solution. The curv
713Swift et al.: Acoustic recovery in pulse tube refrigerators
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in Fig. 3 illustrate Eqs.~6! and ~7! when l andS are chosen
correctly for the PTR whose phasors were shown in Fig
The phasors are functions ofx, following ellipses for the
idealized, lossless~realk) transmission line;p1H , U1H , and
S determine the eccentricity and orientation. The realis
lossy transmission line yields similar curves, almost ellip
if the losses are sufficiently small, as shown in Fig. 3. Ev
for the lossy line, a substantial fraction of the acoustic pow
exiting the hot end of the pulse tube is delivered to the b
of the drive piston, as shown by the reduction of the press
difference across the piston fromp1F2p1B in Fig. 2 to p1F

2p1B8 in Fig. 3. These figures are based on preliminary
sign calculations for a 100 K, helium-filled PTR having
gross cooling power of a few kW, which is typical of th
cooling power we have been considering for liquefaction
natural gas.3

Although we decided to discuss this configuration h
because it is easy to understand, we did not pursue it exp
mentally, because the more compact layout of the ‘‘boo
configuration discussed below was so appealing.

B. Lumped boost configuration

A second method to feed acoustic power from the
end of the pulse tube back to the driver is illustrated in F
1~d!. The hot end of the pulse tube is connected directly
the front of the piston, while the aftercooler is connect
through an acoustic network comprising an inertance an
compliance. We call this the ‘‘lumped boost’’ configuratio
because lumped acoustic impedances are used to boostup1Au
slightly aboveup1Fu. ~A ‘‘distributed boost’’ configuration,
in which a short transmission line replaces the inertance
compliance, is also feasible.! In the lumped boost configura
tion, we will no longer neglect the flow resistance of t
pulse tube’s hot heat exchanger; its resistanceRH must be
such that

p1H2p1F5RHU1H . ~10!

FIG. 3. Typical phasor diagrams for lossless~inner curves! and lossy~outer
curves! transmission lines connected between pulse tube and back of pi
The transmission line’s initial phasorsp1H andU1H are the same as in Fig
2.
714 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 2, Pt. 1, February 1999
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The compliance ensures that the volumetric velocityU1L

through the inertance differs from that at the aftercooler:

U1L5U1A1 j
vVA

gpm
p1A , ~11!

whereVA is the volume of the compliance, so that the pre
sure difference across the inertance is

p1F2p1A5 j v
rml

S S U1A1 j
vVA

gpm
p1AD , ~12!

wherel andSare the length and area of the inertance. Tak
the phasors atH andA to be given and combining Eqs.~10!
and~12! to eliminatep1F , we obtain a single complex equa
tion in the unknownsRH , VA , l , andS, often with many
possible solutions. Phasors for one such solution are sh
in Fig. 4, where the refrigerator’s end-point phasors are ag
the same as in Fig. 2.

The drive power is of course12 Re@(p1F2p1B)U1F̃# in
both Fig. 1~b! and~d!. If the compliance on the back side o
the piston can be considered lossless, Re@p1BU1F̃#50, so the
drive power is simply1

2 Re@p1FU1F̃#. In the lumped-boost
case, uU1Fu5uU1L2U1Hu is rather large—much larger in
Fig. 4 than in Fig. 2—so the amplitude of the piston moti
in Fig. 1~d! must be much greater than in Fig. 1~b! or ~c!.
Nevertheless, the power required of the piston is much
in Fig. 1~d! than in Fig. 1~b!, because the phase angle b
tweenp1F andU1F is so large. Furthermore, the large ma
nitude of uU1Fu presents no problem whatsoever if a pisto
less thermoacoustic engine is used to drive the refrigera

II. APPARATUS

Encouraged by all these ideas, we proceeded to exp
ments with the lumped boost configuration. To use an ex
ing driver21 to power the experimental refrigerator, and
avoid the expense of building large hardware, we chose
test these ideas with a scale-model PTR that was appr
matelysimilar, in the technically strict sense of the word,
what would be required for a kW helium design. We built
‘‘half-scale’’ PTR, filled with 2.4 MPa argon and operated
23 Hz. It can be shown22,23 that this issimilar to a full-scale,
40-Hz, 3-MPa helium system, as long as the temperatures
high enough that argon can be regarded as an ideal gas
physical phenomena and dimensionless combinations
variables in the half-scale argon PTR are all the same a
full scale in helium, just as a scale-model airplane in a w
tunnel and a full-sized airplane in flight share the same ae
dynamics. The primary advantage of our half-scale arg
model is that all powers are reduced by a factor of 16.7
disadvantage is that we should keep this PTR’s cold te
perature greater than about 200 K, so that the argon is
proximately an ideal gas.~Argon’s critical point is 151 K,
4.9 MPa. At 2.4 MPa, it liquefies at 134 K.! Hence, our
experiments can be regarded both as an easy exploratio
some phenomena involved in acoustic recovery of otherw

n.
714Swift et al.: Acoustic recovery in pulse tube refrigerators
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lost power in PTRs, and as testing of an accurate scale m
of a particular large refrigerator, with scaling details given
Table I.

In designing this hardware, we often sacrificed expec
performance for versatility, ease of construction, and sp
of design, because we correctly anticipated having to m
many modifications in order to understand the behavior
such a novel apparatus. The system we built, illustrated
Fig. 5, is based on the lumped boost configuration of F
1~d!, but driven by a thermoacoustic engine instead of a p
ton and motor.

The heart of the refrigerator, its regenerator, was m
of a 2.1-cm-thick stack of 400-mesh~i.e., 400 wires per inch!
twilled-weave stainless-steel screens punched at 6.1-cm
ameter. The total weight of the screens in the regener
was 170 g. We calculated the hydraulic radius24,25 of this

FIG. 4. Typical phasor diagrams for lumped boost configuration. The e
point phasorsp1H , U1H , p1A , and U1A are the same as in Fig. 2. Th
simple lumped impedances causep1H2p1F to be in phase with
U1H , U1A2U1L to lag p1A by 90°, andp1F2p1L to leadU1L by 90°.
715 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 2, Pt. 1, February 1999
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regenerator to be approximately 12mm, based on its geom
etry and weight; in thermoacoustic calculations presen
throughout the rest of this paper, we use 11mm because this
value gave the best agreement with our preliminary exp
ments in the ‘‘traditional PTR’’ configuration discussed b
low. The hydraulic radius is much smaller than the argo
thermal penetration depth~100mm at 300 K!, as required of
a good regenerator. The stainless-steel pressure ve
around the regenerator had a wall thickness of 1.4 mm.

The pulse tube was a simple open cylinder, 3.0-cm
and 10.3 cm long, with 0.8-mm wall thickness. Its diame
is, of course, much greater than the argon’s viscous pene
tion depth~90 mm at 300 K!, and its length is greater tha
the 1-cm gas displacement amplitude in it at a typical op
ating point nearup1u/pm;0.1. At each end, a few 35-mes
copper screens served as simple flow straighteners, to
maintain something resembling oscillatory plug flow in t
pulse tube. We expected that argon’s high density~relative to
helium, which is almost universally used in PTRs! enhances
the gravitational stability of this plug flow, so that caref
flow straightening and tapering8 would be unnecessary. Thi
need for gravitational stability dictated the orientation of t
refrigerator assembly with respect to vertical.

The cold heat exchanger between the regenerator
pulse tube was a 1.8-V length of NiCr ribbon wound zigzag
on a fiberglass frame. Wires from the heater and a therm
eter passed axially along the pulse tube to leak-tight elec
cal feedthroughs at room temperature. The two water-coo
heat exchangers~aftercooler and hot heat exchanger! were of
shell-and-tube construction, with the Reynolds number of
der 104 at up1u/pm;0.1 in the argon inside the 1.7-mm-diam
18-mm-long tubes. The aftercooler had 365 such tubes,
the hot heat exchanger had 91.

The inertance was a simple metal tube with 2.2-cm
and 21-cm length, with 7-degree cones as shown in Fig.
both ends to reduce turbulent end effects. The inertance
the refrigerator components were sealed to the flat pla
above and below by rubber O-rings to enable easy modifi
tions. The flat plates were held at a fixed separation by fla
extensions and a cage of stout tubes through which l
bolts passed, not shown in the figure. The compliance
half an ellipsoid with 2:2:1 aspect ratio, with a volume
950 cm3.

For simplicity, we insulated the cold parts of the app
ratus with fiber-foam water-pipe insulation from the loc

-

TABLE I. Scale factors to convert experimental data obtained with argo
this paper to numbers relevant to a larger helium-filled refrigerator. Multi
experimental data in this paper by the number in the table to obtain
expected result for the larger refrigerator.~Heat leaks that depend on th
thermal conductivity of air, metal, or plastic do not scale.!

Variable Multiplier

length 2
temperature 1
frequency 1.58
pressure 1.32
velocity 3.16
volumetric velocity 12.6
power 16.7
715Swift et al.: Acoustic recovery in pulse tube refrigerators
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FIG. 5. ~a! Drawing of the apparatus, in the inertance-boost configuration of Fig. 1~d!. The dash–dot lines show local axes of cylindrical symmetry. Acou
power circulates clockwise through the inertance and refrigerator part of the apparatus. ‘‘P’’ shows the location of a pressure sensor, and ‘‘T’’ the l
a temperature sensor. The heavy flanges around the aftercooler and hot heat exchanger contain water jackets. O-rings, most flanges, and bolts a
clarity. The inside boundaries of the pressure vessel are to scale.~b! In the course of the measurements, these four options were used above the ho
exchanger in~a!. In each of the two cross-sectional views of the jet pump, two of the four tapered holes are shown.
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hardware store. Type-K thermocouples measured temp
tures in and near the regenerator. The 1.6-mm-diam ther
couple probe used to measureTH was in the aftercooler, in
the argon in one of the 365 tubes, touching the tube w
The 0.8-mm-diam thermocouple probe used to measureTC

was standing freely in the argon between the cold heat
changer and the flow straightener at the cold end of the p
tube. Because of the different attachments of theTC andTH

thermocouples, we believe thatTC represents the averag
temperature of the cold gas whileTH approximates the meta
surface temperature in the aftercooler. The 0.8-mm-d
thermocouple probe whose temperature we will callTmid was
inserted into the very center of the regenerator, in a well t
was drilled radially through the pressure-vessel wall and
screens.~Additional thermocouples outside the pressure v
sel near the cold heat exchanger and the middle of the re
erator were used to confirm the internal temperature m
surements.! Three piezoresistive pressure sensors~Endevco!
in the compliance, pulse tube, and upper flat plate dete
p1A , p1H , andp1F , respectively, and two more sensors
the middle of the resonator were used to measure the ac
tic power26 flowing down the resonator from the thermo
coustic driver to the refrigerator. All pressure signals we
detected with a lock-in amplifier.

A. First measurements

Preliminary measurements checked our implementa
of the two-microphone acoustic-power measurem
method26 using the two sensors in the middle of the reso
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tor. In these measurements, the PTR at the end of the r
nator was replaced by a simple variable acoustic load c
prising an adjustable valve R and a compliance C. Pres
sensors on either side of the valve allowed determination
the power dissipated in this RC network.26 Figure 6 shows
measurements of the two-microphone power as a functio
dissipation in the RC network, at two pressure amplitudes
the resonator. The slopes in Fig. 6 are unity, demonstra
consistency between the RC and two-microphone meth
The region of large scatter in the measurements plotted

FIG. 6. Points show measured acoustic powerẆ2mic passing the two-
microphone location in the resonator, as a function of measured aco

power ẆRC dissipated at the end of the resonator. For these prelimin
measurements, an RC network replaced the refrigerator, inertance, and
pliance of Fig. 5. The lines have slopes unity.~a! up1Fu/pm50.038 and~b!
up1Fu/pm50.094.
716Swift et al.: Acoustic recovery in pulse tube refrigerators
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Fig. 6~a! is due to thermoacoustic engine instability.27 Fortu-
nately, this instability was not encountered when the refr
erator was in place.

In Fig. 6~a! and ~b!, the offsets at zero RC dissipatio
are measures of the dissipation of acoustic power in
portion of the resonator between the two-microphone lo
tion and the RC network. This dissipation is up to four tim
greater than would be calculated for laminar acoustic di
pation, and is consistent with the turbulent dissipat
calculations28,29 of DeltaE Versions 3 and 4, assuming
pipe roughness factor of 131023 for the resonator. This
roughness factor is used in calculations of dissipation in
resonator and the inertance in the remainder of this pap

To gain experience with our refrigerator, we made p
liminary measurements with our PTR components~the re-
generator, pulse tube, and three associated heat exchang
Fig. 5! in the traditional PTR configuration shown in Fig
1~b!. Although PTR impedance networks at the hot end
the pulse tube are sometimes as simple as a single adjus
orifice and a compliance,1 or a fixed lossy inertance and
compliance,18 we used the configuration shown in Fig. 1~b!,
with two adjustable orifices~valves! and a fixed inertance in
series with the compliance. The two valves allow indep
dent control of both the magnitude and phase of the n
work’s acoustic impedance.21 In this traditional configura-
tion, the refrigerator’s performance was roughly as we h
expected. At up1Hu/pm50.06, the refrigerator cooled t
2115 °C and had 20 W of net cooling power at250 °C; at
up1Hu/pm50.08 this cooling power was 40 W. Measureme
of p1 in the compliance and pulse tube, and knowledge
the gas volume in each component, allowed21,28 us to infer
U1 throughout the refrigerator. The measured cooling pow
at 250 °C was about 10 W less than the inferred gross co
ing power Re@p1HU1C̃#/2. We estimate that external he
leak contributes approximately half of this difference, w
the balance due mostly to heat transport through the re
erator. In these preliminary measurements with the PTR
the traditional configuration, the most efficient operati
points approached 5% of Carnot’s coefficient of perf
mance, using the net cooling power~i.e., electric resistance
heater power, uncorrected for heat leak! and the two-
microphone acoustic power in the calculations.

Next, we configured the refrigerator in the lumped bo
configuration as shown in Fig. 5~a! @with the ‘‘empty’’ op-
tion of Fig. 5~b! installed above the pulse tube’s hot he
exchanger#. The results were immediately disappointing: T
refrigerator did not cool below 19 °C, essentially the te
perature of the cooling water supplied to the water-coo
heat exchangers that day.~The aftercooler temperatureTH

526 °C for these measurements.! However, the pressure
phasors seemed to be close to our expectations and th
frigerator’s disappointing ‘‘cold’’ temperature was ver
strongly independent of heat load applied to the ‘‘cold’’ he
exchanger—e.g., atup1Hu/pm50.07 an applied load of 70 W
raisedTC to only 35 °C, as shown by the half-filled circles
Fig. 7. We concluded that the acoustic phenomena and g
cooling power were substantially as planned. Thus, we s
pected that extremely vigorous streaming was effectiv
keeping the cold heat exchanger thermally anchored to
717 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 2, Pt. 1, February 1999
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aftercooler, overwhelming the otherwise satisfactory th
moacoustic cooling power.

III. SUPPRESSION OF STREAMING

A. Barrier method

It is essential that the time-averaged mass flowṀ
through a PTR be near zero, to prevent a large steady en
flux Ṁcp(TH2TC) from flowing to the cold heat exchange
~wherecp is the gas’ isobaric specific heat per unit mas!.
Such a steady energy flux would add an unwanted ther
load to the cold heat exchanger. In a traditional PTR c
figuration such as shown in Fig. 1~b!, Ṁ is exactly zero;
otherwise, mass would accumulate~or deplete, depending on
sign! steadily in the compliance as a function of tim
Gedeon10 has discussed how nonzeroṀ can arise in Stirling
and pulse-tube cryocoolers whenever a closed-loop path
ists for steady flow. Our lumped boost configuration clea
provides such a path; hence, we must understand and m
mize Ṁ .

FIG. 7. Powers as a function of cold temperatureTC . The half-filled circles
show measured cooling power with no balloon or other attempt to mitig
streaming (up1Hu/pm50.068). The filled symbols and lines are with th
balloon blocking streaming, atup1Hu/pm50.054. ~a! Cooling power. The
experimental points show the electric power applied to the cold heat
changer to maintain a givenTC . The line is the corresponding calculation
~b! Acoustic powers. The experimental points show measurements a
two-microphone location in the resonator; the solid line is the correspond
calculation. The open squares show the inferred acoustic power deliver
the refrigerator network, obtained by subtracting the calculated reson
dissipation from the measured two-microphone power. The long-dash lin
the corresponding calculation. The short-dash line shows calculated va
of recovered power~i.e., the acoustic power passing through the balloon!.
717Swift et al.: Acoustic recovery in pulse tube refrigerators
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Henceforth, we extend the complex notation introduc
in Eq. ~1! to second order by writing time-dependent va
ables as

j~x,t !5jm~x!1Re@j1~x!eivt#

1j2,0~x!1Re@j2,2~x!ei2vt#. ~13!

The final term, which oscillates at angular frequency 2v, is
of no interest here, but the time-averaged second-order t
with subscript ‘‘2,0,’’ is of great interest.

Gedeon argues that the second-order time-average
flow

Ṁ25 1
2 Re@r1Ũ1#1rmU2,0 ~14!

is of primary concern. In acoustics, such second-order m
flow is known as streaming.30 Gedeon shows tha
1
2 Re@r1Ũ1#5rmẆ2 /pm in a regenerator, whereẆ2

5 1
2 Re@p1Ũ1# is the acoustic power passing through the

generator. Hence,12 Re@r1Ũ1# mustbe nonzero, and efficien
regenerator operation requires that

U2,052 1
2 Re@r1Ũ1#/rm52Ẇ2 /pm . ~15!

The consequences of ignoring this requirement can be
vere. If Ṁ2.0, an undesired, streaming-induced heat loa

Q̇loss;Ṁ2cp~TH2TC! ~16!

flows from hot to cold through the regenerator.~If Ṁ2,0,
such heat flows from hot to cold through the pulse tube, w
equally harmful effect.! For U2,050, the ratio ofQ̇loss to the
ordinary regenerator lossḢ reg is of the order of

Q̇loss

Ḣ reg

;
g

g21

~TH2TC!

TH

ẆH

Ḣ reg

;
g

g21

~TH2TC!

TC

Q̇C,gross

Ḣ reg

, ~17!

whereẆH is the hot-end acoustic power andQ̇C,gross is the
gross cooling power@see Eq.~2!#. In the third expression
each of the three fractions is.1 for cryocoolers; hence thei
product is@1, and the unmitigated streaming-induced h
load would be much greater than the ordinary regener
loss.

The steep slopedQ̇C /dTC shown in the half-filled
circles in Fig. 7 provides an estimate ofṀ2 in our refrigera-
tor’s ‘‘empty’’ configuration. Over the narrow temperatu
range of these data, gross cooling power and all other ac
tic phenomena should be approximately constant and re
erator loss should be small, so the slope of the data sh
reflect Eq. ~16!: 2dQ̇loss/dTC5Ṁ2cp . The experimental
data yieldṀ259 g/s. With Eq.~14! and our estimate tha
rmẆ2 /pm;1 g/s, this suggests thatrmU2,0 was an order of
magnitude larger than12 Re@r1Ũ1# for these measurements

To quickly confirm our suspicion that the initial poo
refrigerator performance shown as half-filled circles in Fig
was due to such streaming, we installed a large rubber
loon ~from a party-supplies store! above the pulse tube’s ho
718 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 2, Pt. 1, February 1999
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heat exchanger, with the balloon protruding up into the re
nator, as shown in Fig. 5~b!. We rolled the balloon’s collar
completely up its neck and partly onto its body, so that te
sion in the rubber could not hold the balloon’s surfa
against the sharp upper edge of the 3.1-cm-diam tube o
which it was stretched. The balloon’s limp volume was abo
100 cm3. We expected that this limp balloon would b
acoustically transparent, but would block streaming flo
completely.

At the same time, we installed extra resistance above
hot heat exchanger as shown in Fig. 5~b!, because our earlie
‘‘empty’’ measurements had indicated that a larger flow
sistance there was needed to make the phase ofp1A lead that
of p1H . The resistance comprised 130 g of 60 mesh cop
screen packed into a volume 3 cm in diameter and 4 cm lo
During fabrication, this screen was accidentally flattened a
crushed to a higher density than expected, thereby provid
more resistance than we wanted. Hence, we are uncerta
its hydraulic radius, which would otherwise have been a
proximately 100mm. Fortunately, the system-performan
calculations described below are not very sensitive to det
in this component. We selected 60mm as a reasonable est
mate of the as-built hydraulic radius of this component,
ing this value in all calculations.

With the balloon in place, the refrigerator performe
well, much like it had in the traditional PTR configuratio
described above, confirming our suspicion that enforcingṀ
[0 is the key to successful operation of this type of th
moacoustic system. The balloon survived without visib
damage for 36 h of operation atup1Hu/pm ranging from 0.04
to 0.10, more than enough time to obtain measurements

In one set of measurements, we keptup1Hu/pm50.054,
while varying TC from 2115 °C to 7 °C by adjusting the
electric heater powerQ̇C at the cold heat exchanger. (TH

513 °C throughout.! Figure 7 shows the resulting exper
mental cooling power and acoustic power requirements
Fig. 8 shows the experimental pressure phasors, toge
with some calculations of these and other variables. The
culations useDeltaE ,28 with geometry, mean pressure, fre

FIG. 8. Pressure phasors for measurements with balloon blocking stre
ing, atup1Hu/pm50.054. The zero of phase has been chosen to set the p
of p1H to zero, consistent with the other figures in this paper. The traditio
phasor lines from the origin to each phasor have been eliminated to a
clutter. Note the suppressed zero. The filled symbols are measurem
open symbols are calculations at the extreme values ofTC , with p1H

matched to the experimental values. The uppermost or rightmost sym
correspond toTC near2115 °C; the lowermost or leftmost symbols corre
spond toTC above 0 °C.
718Swift et al.: Acoustic recovery in pulse tube refrigerators
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quency, p1H ,TH , and TC set to experimental conditions
~For those who are interested, Table II shows the sequenc
DeltaE segments used in the calculations.!

In Fig. 8, p1F and p1A lead p1H , with up1Fu,up1Hu
,up1Au, consistent with the discussion leading up to Fig.
The measured and calculated phasors are in reasonably
agreement, showing that we understand the overall acou
behavior of this network. Indeed, we can regard the comp
differencesp1A2p1H , p1H2p1F , andp1F2p1A as indica-
tions of the impedances of the intervening components
the volumetric velocities through them@cf. Eqs. ~10! and
~12!#. From this viewpoint, the agreement between measu
and calculatedp1A might be taken to indicate, for exampl
that we understandU1 through the regenerator to withi
10%–30% in magnitude and 10°–40° in phase.

In Fig. 7, the cooling power drops and the tw
microphone acoustic power rises asTC decreases. The ca
culations, which are in reasonable agreement with the exp
ments, provide insight to the main causes of these tre
First, the calculated gross cooling powerẆC

5 1
2 Re@p1CŨ1C# is nearly constant at 40 W, independent

TC , for these measurements. As discussed near Eq.~2!, un-
der the most ideal circumstances this would be the coo
power. The decrease in calculatedQ̇C below 40 W asTC

decreases is nearly proportional toTH2TC and is almost
entirely due to heat flux through the regenerator. The diff
ence between measured and calculatedQ̇C is also propor-
tional to TH2TC , rising to 10 W atTC52120 °C. This
could easily be due to a combination of ordinary heat le
through our insulation and streaming- or jet-driven conv
tion in the pulse tube. Second, under the most id
circumstances—with 40 W of cooling power and with Ca

TABLE II. The essential sequence of segments used in theDeltaE calcu-
lations described in this paper.~Free targets have been omitted for clarity!
The shooting-method guesses includeTm , complexp1 , and complexU1 at
the beginning, the complex branch impedance at the ‘‘tbranch,’’ and
heat flows at the aftercooler and cold heat exchanger. The shooting-me
targets includeTH ~at both aftercooler and hot heat exchanger!, TC , com-
plex p1H , the complexp1 matching condition at the union, and the compl
impedance at the ‘‘hardend.’’

Segment type Comment

0 BEGIN at the two-microphone location
1 ISODUCT long part of resonator
2 ISOCONE conical adapter in resonator
3 ISODUCT a little more resonator
4 TBRANCH into the inertance
5 ISOCONE cone at top of inertance
6 ISODUCT the inertance
7 ISOCONE cone at bottom of inertance
8 COMPLIANCE the compliance
9 ISODUCT short passage

10 TXFRST aftercooler
11 STKSCREEN regenerator
12 HXMIDL cold heat exchanger
13 STKDUCT pulse tube
14 TXLAST hot heat exchanger
15 SXLAST extra resistance
16 SOFTEND terminates ‘‘tbranch’’ sequence
17 UNION attaches 16 to the end of 3
18 HARDEND ensures noU1 leaks out
719 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 2, Pt. 1, February 1999
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not’s COP5TC /(TH2TC)—the required net acoustic powe
would beẆ5(40 W)(TH2TC)/TC , which rises from zero
at TC5TH to 35 W atTC52120 °C. This accounts for mos
of the 40 W rise in calculatedẆ2mic with falling TC in the
figure. The measurements ofẆ2mic exceed calculations by
roughly 20%, for unknown reasons. Some 25 W ofẆ2mic

can be attributed to dissipation in the resonator between
two-microphone location and the refrigerator; this has be
subtracted to yield the open squares and associated da
line. Approximately 5 W of acoustic power is dissipated i
the flow resistance under the balloon, 15 W is lost due
viscosity in the regenerator and adjacent heat exchang
and 10 W is dissipated in the inertance.

If this were a traditional orifice PTR,ẆC540 W would
be dissipated in the orifice. In Fig. 7, the calculated fedba
acoustic powerẆrecovered, which is of primary interest in this
investigation, is near 30 W; hence, approximately 75%
ẆC is recovered, fed back into the resonator. Note that, at
highest temperatures,Ẇrecovered is comparable toẆ2mic

2Ẇreso; in other words, at these temperatures feedback
duces the acoustic power delivered from the resonator to
refrigerator by roughly half.

In a second set of measurements with the balloon blo
ing streaming, we variedup1Hu while holding TC constant
near260 °C. Unsurprisingly, the pressure phasors resemb
those of Fig. 8 in phases and in degree of agreement betw
measurement and calculation. Cooling power and acou
powers are displayed in Fig. 9. Again, calculations are
reasonably good agreement with experiment. Cooling po
is proportional toup1Hu2, as expected. The difference b
tween calculated and measured cooling power is rough
W at the lowest amplitudes, consistent with the correspo
ing difference in Fig. 7; this difference increases at high

e
od

FIG. 9. Powers atTC5260 °C, as a function of pressure amplitude.~a!
Cooling power.~b! Acoustic powers. The symbols have the same mean
as in Fig. 8.
719Swift et al.: Acoustic recovery in pulse tube refrigerators
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he
amplitudes, for unknown reasons. The measurements
Ẇ2mic exceed calculations by roughly 20%, as they did
Fig. 7. At the highest amplitudes, resonator dissipation
large fraction of Ẇ2mic; subtracting resonator dissipatio
from Ẇ2mic leaves both calculated and measuredẆ2mic pro-
portional to up1Hu2, as expected. Again, the calculate
Ẇrecoveredis somewhat larger than the cooling power, is m
of ẆC , and is large enough that in its absence the acou
power Ẇ2mic2Ẇreso delivered from the resonator to the r
frigerator would have to be significantly larger.

B. Hydrodynamic method

The measurements with the balloon convinced us
the acoustic aspects of the lumped-boost network were fu
tioning as expected. However, we feared that the ball
would not be reliable enough for long-term practical use,
we returned our attention to the more challenging issue
streaming suppression. From among several options~includ-
ing series bellows, fans, and parallel check valves! we chose
to investigate asymmetry in hydrodynamic end effects
suppress streaming.

Gedeon10 shows thatṀ2 will be zero only if a nonzero
Dp2,0 exists across the regenerator, consistent with, and c
ing, the viscous flow of the correctU2,0 in the regenerator. In
a simple orifice PTR, this pressure difference appears a
matically, because the topology imposesṀ250. However,
when a regenerator is connected with other components
‘‘loop’’ topology, such as shown in Fig. 1~c! or ~d! or such
as in a double-inlet PTR, the topology does not ensureṀ2

50; rather, it ensures thatr(dp2,0/dx)dx50 around the
loop. To obtain the correctU2,0 in the regenerator in ‘‘loop’’
systems, we must design the other components of the loo
that they impose the correctDp2,0 across the regenerator.

The requiredDp2,0 can be estimated using the low
Reynolds-number limit of Fig. 7-9 of Kays and London25

dp

dx
.2

6Um

Srh
2

~18!

for the pressure gradient in a screen bed of cross-secti
areaS and hydraulic radiusr h , whereU is the volumetric
velocity andm is the viscosity.~The numerical factor de
pends weakly on the volumetric porosity of the bed.! With
Eq. ~15! for U, this yields

Dp2,0.
6

Srh
2pm

E
reg

mm~x!Ẇ2~x!dx ~19!

for the pressure difference across the regenerator whenṀ2

[0. ~The viscosity’sx dependence is due to the temperatu
gradient.! For our apparatus at typical operating condition
Dp2,0 is of the order of a few hundred Pa.

In the limit of low viscosity or large tube diameters an
in the absence of turbulence,p2,0 would be described by
some acoustic version of the Bernoulli equation. This s
gests that an acoustically ideal loop connecting the two e
of the regenerator would impose across the regenerat
pressure difference of the order ofD@rmu1ũ1#, whereu1 is
720 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 2, Pt. 1, February 1999
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the complex velocity amplitude.~Such an ideal loop migh
include a pulse tube, transmission line, and complian
without heat exchangers or other components with small p
sages.! This pressure difference is typically much small
than theDp2,0 given in Eq.~19! that is required forṀ250.
Hence, to produce the requiredDp2,0, we need an additiona
physical effect or structure in the loop, relying on turbulen
viscosity, or some other physical phenomenon not includ
in the Bernoulli equation.

Asymmetry in hydrodynamic end effects can produ
this requiredDp2,0. In a tapered transition between a sma
diameter tube, whereuu1u is large, and a large-diameter tub
where uu1u is small, turbulence would be avoided and Be
noulli’s equation would hold if the taper were sufficient
gentle. At the opposite extreme, for an abrupt transition,
expect largeuu1u to generate significant turbulence, and fu
ther we expect the oscillatory pressure drop across the t
sition to reflect the phenomena known as ‘‘minor losses31

in high-Reynolds-number steady flow. If the gas displa
ment amplitude is much greater than the tube diameter,
also expect that the flow would at any instant have lit
memory of its past history, so that the acoustic behavior
be deduced from careful time integration of the steady-fl
phenomena.

Ideally, the pressure at each instant of time could
described by the ordinary, steady-flow Bernoulli equation.
abrupt transitions, deviations of the pressure from this id
are called ‘‘head loss’’ or ‘‘minor loss’’ in steady flow, with
the lost pressureDpml given by

Dpml5K 1
2 ru2, ~20!

where K is the minor-loss coefficient, which is we
known31,32 for many transition geometries, andu is the ve-
locity. For our purposes, the most important fact aboutK is
that it depends strongly on the direction of flow through t
transition. In the example shown in Fig. 10, a small tube
connected to an essentially infinite open space. When the
~at velocity u inside the tube! flows out of the tube, a jet
occurs, and kinetic energy is lost to turbulence downstre
of the jet;Kout51. In contrast, when gas flows into the tub
the streamlines in the open space are widely and smoo
dispersed;K in varies from 0.5 to 0.04, with smaller value
for larger radiusr of rounding of the edge of the entrance

FIG. 10. Illustration of asymmetric flow at high Reynolds number at t
transition between a small tube and open space.~a! Outflow. ~b! Inflow, for
which the radiusr of rounding of the lip is important.
720Swift et al.: Acoustic recovery in pulse tube refrigerators
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If u5uu1u sinvt, we can calculate the time-average
pressure drop by integrating Eq.~20! in time:

Dpml5
v

2pS E
0

p/v

Kout

1

2
ruu1u2 sin2 vtdt

2E
p/v

2p/v

K in

1

2
ruu1u2 sin2 vtdtD

5 1
8 ruu1u2~Kout2K in!. ~21!

This is the source ofDp2,0 that we will use. Such simple
control of Ṁ2 is not without penalty, however; acoust
power is dissipated at a rate

Ė5S
v

2pE0

2p/v

Dpmludt

5S
v

2p S E
0

p/v

Kout

1

2
ruu1u3 sin3 vtdt

2E
p/v

2p/v

K in

1

2
ruu1u3 sin3 vtdtD

5
1

3p
ruu1u2uU1u~Kout1K in! ~22!

5
8

3p
DpmluU1u

Kout1K in

Kout2K in
, ~23!

whereS is the area of the small tube. Equation~23! shows
that the best way to produce a desiredDpml is to insert the
device at a location whereuU1u is small, and to shape it s
that Kout2K in is as large as possible.

In our refrigerator,uU1u is smallest at the cold heat ex
changer, but that is an unsuitable location for adding a
sipative structure. The hot heat exchanger has only slig
larger uU1u, and already requires some extra dissipation
ensure thatp1A leadsp1H slightly, so we chose the spac
above the hot heat exchanger, previously occupied by
balloon and extra resistance, as the location for our exp
ments on asymmetry in end effects for streaming control.
installed what we call the ‘‘jet pump,’’ a brass block bore
through with four identical tapered holes, each 5.3 cm lo
10 mm diam at the lower end, and 4 mm diam at the up
end, as shown in Fig. 5~b!. We expected that end effects
the small ends of the holes would be strongly asymmet
causing the desiredDpml, while the velocities at the large
ends of the holes would be small enough that minor los
would be negligible and the tapers joining the ends would
gradual enough to prevent minor losses in between.

To investigate the control ofDpml through the depen
dence ofK in on the radiusr of rounding of the entrance, w
made a series of temperature measurements with the
pump in our refrigerator, atup1Hu/pm.0.06 with no heat
applied at the cold heat exchanger, with each measurem
having a different entrance rounding at the small ends of
tapered holes in the jet pump. At this pressure amplitude,
Reynolds number of the oscillatory flow was 23105 and the
gas displacement amplitudeuU1u/vS;0.2 m at the jet. The
results of this series of temperature measurements are sh
721 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 2, Pt. 1, February 1999
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in Fig. 11. We began this tedious process with sharply m
chined edges~‘‘sharp’’ in Fig. 11! at the small ends of the
four holes. Next, we rounded and polished the edges of
holes tor;0.5 mm ~‘‘round1’’ !, and then we proceeded t
machine away;0.1 mm at a time from the flat upper end o
the jet pump~‘‘round2’’ through ‘‘round5’’!, thus removing
ever more of the rounded edges and returning the entra
ever closer to ‘‘sharp.’’ Also shown for comparison in th
figure are data from the balloon measurements and from
preliminary measurements with no attempt to mitiga
streaming@corresponding to the ‘‘empty’’ configuration o
Fig. 5~b! and the lowest half-filled circle in Fig. 7#.

Figure 11 is qualitatively consistent with the discussi
of streaming and its control presented above, and in part
lar with the expected increase ofDpml with decreasingK in as
determined by the radius of rounding of the entrances. W
no attempt to control streaming~‘‘empty’’ !, the cold and hot
temperaturesTC andTH were nearly equal, and the temper
ture Tmid in the middle of the regenerator was 20° warm
than the others. In this circumstance,Ṁ was large and posi-
tive ~i.e., flowing through the regenerator from hot to cold!.
With such largeṀ , the middle of the regenerator was the
mally tied to the average gas temperature on the hot en
the regenerator~which happened to be about 20° warm
than the aftercooler metal surface temperatureTH), and this
warm gas flowing up through the regenerator delivered
large heat load to the cold heat exchanger, as implied by
~17!, keepingTC high. With the ‘‘sharp’’ and ‘‘round5’’ ver-
sions of the jet pump, a nonzeroDpml reducedṀ , thereby
lowering the temperatures. With the ‘‘round4’’ version of th
jet pump, we were fortunate to arrive at the value ofK in that
generated exactly theDpml needed to forceṀ.0, so the
temperatures were very nearly equal to those we obse
when the balloon enforcedṀ[0. More well-rounded ver-
sions of the jet pump~‘‘round3’’ through ‘‘round1’’! re-
ducedK in and hence generated even greaterDpml, causing
Ṁ,0; in these cases, the cold heat exchanger was loade
warm gas flowing down through the pulse tube, and the m

FIG. 11. Temperatures in and near the regenerator as the hardware a
the hot heat exchanger was changed. Circles, aftercooler temperatureTH ;
3, mid-regenerator internal temperatureTmid ; erect triangles, cold hea
exchanger internal temperatureTC ; inverted triangles, cold heat exchang
external temperature. Lines link the six jet-pump data sets, which are
ranged vertically in order of increasing strength of jet pump. Measurem
under comparable conditions with the balloon and with no attempt to m
gate streaming~‘‘empty’’ ! are inserted into the sequence at appropriate v
tical locations.
721Swift et al.: Acoustic recovery in pulse tube refrigerators
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regenerator temperature felt the thermal influence of
flowing steadily from the cold end of the regenerator.

Furthermore, the phase ofp1A increased steadily from
‘‘round1’’ through ‘‘round5’’ and ‘‘sharp,’’ consistent with
the increase in the effective resistance toU1 of the jet pump
with increasingK in that we expect based on Eq.~22!.

Hoping that we understood all the important features
this apparatus, we made final modifications. We upgra
our computer model of the apparatus to incorporate the
nor losses of Eq.~22!, both at the small end of the jet pum
and at both ends of the inertance. The model results s
gested that system performance would be improved if
added some extra resistance above the hot heat exchang
we inserted 25% of our copper screen resistance under th
pump; together with the resistance of the jet pump itself, t
provided a total resistance that leftp1A nearly in phase with
p1H and yielded calculated performance superior to that
had observed with the balloon. We rounded and polished
jet pump hole entrances again, repeating abbreviated m
surements of temperatures and iteratively smoothing the
trances until we returned to temperatures comparable
‘‘round4’’ in Fig. 11. We then proceeded with more exte
sive measurements.

In one set of measurements with this final jet-pump c
figuration, we keptup1Hu/pm50.054 while varyingTC by

adjusting the electric heater powerQ̇C at the cold heat ex-
changer. These conditions are comparable to those for
‘‘balloon’’ and ‘‘empty’’ data shown in Fig. 7. The result
are shown in Fig. 12. The mid-regenerator temperature
20 °C forTC5280 °C, indicating that the jet pump was to

weak, with nonzeroṀ flowing from hot to cold through the
regenerator. Nevertheless, the cooling power is far gre
than it was for the ‘‘empty’’ data, showing that the jet pum
was far better than nothing at suppressing streaming. At h
TC the calculated and measured cooling powers are in g

agreement; here, a small nonzeroṀ has less effect on the ne
cooling power. At lowerTC the measured cooling power
significantly lower than the calculated values~and lower than

the balloon measurements!, as the small nonzeroṀ con-
sumes a significant fraction of the cooling power. The aco

tic powers are negligibly affected by smallṀ , so the agree-

ment between measured and calculatedẆ2mic is as good as it
was for the balloon measurements. Both calculated coo

power and calculatedẆ2mic are better than for the balloo
case, because of the better choice of total flow resista
above the hot heat exchanger discussed in the previous
graph.

In a second set of measurements, we variedup1Hu while
holding TC constant near255 °C; these conditions are com
parable to the balloon measurements shown in Fig. 9.
results are shown in Fig. 13. In Fig. 13~a!, the experimental
cooling power exhibits interesting structure, which we b

lieve is due to nonzeroṀ . A local maximum inQ̇C occurs at
(up1Hu/pm)250.0025, for whichTmid510 °C as shown in
Fig. 13~c!. This value ofTmid is comparable to that we ob
served with the balloon at thisTC , suggesting that

(up1Hu/pm)250.0025 happens to obtainṀ.0 with this jet
722 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 2, Pt. 1, February 1999
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pump r. At lower up1Hu, the Tmid measurements implyṀ
,0; at higherup1Hu, they imply Ṁ.0. In both cases, cool
ing power is reduced significantly by this streaming. T
experimental acoustic powerẆ2mic in Fig. 13~b! is in reason-
able agreement with calculations over the whole range
up1Hu, with no obvious feature near theṀ.0 amplitude,
again confirming our expectation that nonzeroṀ has little
effect on purely acoustic phenomena.

However, the dependence ofṀ on amplitude implied by
Fig. 13 suggests that our understanding is incomplete:
~19! for the pressure difference required across the regen
tor and Eq.~21! for the pressure difference produced by t
jet pump are both quadratic in amplitude, so if they consp
to makeṀ.0 at one amplitude, then they should do so at
amplitudes. Furthermore, there is a significant difference
tween the results of these two equations. Using calcula
powers and velocities at (up1Hu/pm)250.0025 in Fig. 13, Eq.
~19! yields 200 Pa while Eq.~21! yields 2 kPa~assuming
Kout2K in;0.7). Rough estimates show that a large num
of other components and phenomena in the apparatus
each contribute tens to hundreds of Pa tor(dp2,0/dx)dx.
Representative examples include the gravitational head
to the cold gas in the cold components, minor losses at
inertance ends, boundary-layer streaming in the inerta

FIG. 12. Powers as a function of cold temperatureTC , with final configu-
ration with jet pump and small extra resistance, atup1Hu/pm50.054. TH

512 °C throughout.~a! Cooling power. The experimental points show th
electric power applied to the cold heat exchanger to maintain a givenTC .
The line is the corresponding calculation.~b! Acoustic powers. The experi-
mental points show measurements at the two-microphone location in
resonator; the solid line is the corresponding calculation. The open squ
show the inferred acoustic power delivered to the refrigerator network,
tained by subtracting the calculated resonator dissipation from the meas
two-microphone power. The long-dash line is the corresponding calcula
The short-dash line shows calculated values of the recovered power~i.e., the
acoustic power passing through the balloon!.
722Swift et al.: Acoustic recovery in pulse tube refrigerators
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and Gedeon’s streaming in the extra resistance below th
pump. Additional evidence that such components are c
tributing significantly to streaming is provided by the ste
slopedQ̇C /dTC observed in our original, ‘‘empty’’ configu-
ration and discussed below Eq.~17!, which suggests that th
‘‘empty’’ configuration had a large nonzeroDp2,0 across the
regenerator, with its sign drivingU2,0 in the same direction
as 1/2 Re@p1Ũ1#.

The sensitivity ofṀ to small details, illustrated in Figs
11 and 13~a!, suggests that practical use of a jet pump
suppress streaming in this type of refrigerator will requ
convenient adjustability in the jet pump or in some oth
Ṁ -controlling part of the acoustic network.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The Ṁ.0 operating points in Fig. 13 are the most ef
cient operating points observed in these measurements
the points near the relative maximum in cooling power
Fig. 13~a!, the experimental coefficient of performanc
COP5Q̇C /Ẇ2mic50.29, so that the second-law efficiency
9%. @The second-law efficiency is COP/COPCarnot, where
COPCarnot5TC /(TH2TC).# This is not as high as today’
best traditional orifice PTRs17 ~10%–20% of Carnot! or
standing-wave thermoacoustic refrigerators33 ~20% of Car-
not!, but it is high enough to show that this type of refri
erator has promise. If we deduct the calculated reson
dissipation from the experimentalẆ2mic, we obtain a
second-law efficiency of 13%. We are confident that we c
design much more efficient systems, based on the les

FIG. 13. Powers and mid-regenerator temperature atTC5255 °C, as a
function of pressure amplitude, with final configuration with jet pump a
small extra resistance.TH513 °C throughout. The symbols have the sam
meaning as in Fig. 12.~a! Cooling power.~b! Acoustic powers.~c! Mid-
regenerator temperature.
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we’ve described in this paper. For example, in our pres
refrigerator the inertance should have had a larger diam
and more streamlined ends; constraints of our existing h
ware prevented such apparently straightforward modifi
tions. Even simple improvements to our thermal insulat
and use of a tapered pulse tube8 could improve performance
significantly, by increasing net cooling power with no cost
acoustic power.

We have discovered no reasons to doubt Ceperley’s c
clusion that efficiencies much greater than half of Carno
are possible; we believe he was correct to suggest
traveling-wave refrigerators offer the potential for excelle
performance with the simplicity of no moving parts. How
ever, in addition to following Ceperley’s ideas, it is vital t
suppress time-averaged mass flux through such a refrig
tor, and to use a thermal buffer column such as the pulse
of a traditional PTR.

These same principles also apply to engines, which w
be the subject of a paper in the near future.

Much more overall exploration remains to be don
Here, we have investigated the transmission-line configu
tion briefly, and the lumped boost configuration in more d
tail. It seems likely that other traveling-wave configuratio
can be discovered; they may offer advantages in efficienc
size. We used a balloon and a jet pump to suppress stre
ing; again, it seems likely that other, possibly better meth
remain to be discovered. Quantitative understanding of
the sources ofDp2,0 in the network will also be challenging

In addition to these general research issues, consider
engineering effort will be required to determine how su
techniques might impact specific applications such as cr
gen liquefaction, cooling of superconducting electronics,
food refrigeration.
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